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Abstract
The success of language learning significantly depends on multiple sets of complex factors; among these are
language-learning strategies of which learners in different countries may show different preferences. Needed
areas of language learning strategy research include, among others, the strategy of grammar learning and the
context-based approach to learning strategies. To fill in these gaps, this study aimed at finding the grammar
learning strategies adopted by high school students as well as exploring the national differences between Chinese
and Thai students. The results showed that in general the strategies significantly taken up by the high achievers
in the grammar test included the metacognitive, the memory, the social and the cognitive. In terms of the national
differences, the strategies that characterized the Thai students were the social and the affective. Regarding the
Chinese, even though they generally applied all strategy categories at lower frequencies, they were found to
prefer different sub-strategies in the following three categories: memory (revision and space reliance), cognitive
(note taking) and metacognitive (lesson preview). The findings lead to implications for learners of grammar,
interesting future research in grammar strategies and culturally responsive grammar teaching.
Keywords: Chinese, grammar, learning strategy, Thai
1. Introduction
In the English education, due to individual differences, some learners acquire a new language more quickly and
effectively, while others may struggle and make slow progress (Dörnyei & Skehan, 2003; Lightbown & Spada,
1999; Vance, 1999; Robinson, 2002). One of the factors attributing to individual differences is the learning
strategies (Ellis, 2004; Ehrman, Leaver, & Oxford, 2003) which, according to Oxford (1990: 8), refer to specific
actions taken by the learner to make learning easier, faster, more enjoyable, more self-directed, more effective,
and more transferable to new situations. Using learning strategies consciously would help learners learn English
more quickly and effectively (Rubin, 1975). There is a consensus in the study of learning strategies; proficient
L2 learners have a wider repertoire of strategies and draw on them to accomplish L2 tasks (Chamot, 2004;
Oxford, 2001; Pawlak (2009). This study aims to investigate two needed areas in the learning strategy research,
grammar learning strategies and cultural influences. The literature review below covers the significance of the
theory of learning strategies in the second language acquisition (SLA), needed areas of learning strategy research,
the significance of grammar in the EFL context and studies on grammar strategies.
2 Literature Review
2.1 Significance of Learning Strategies in SLA
Since learning strategies, which can be taught (Oxford ,1990; Vance, 1999), play such a crucial role in language
acquisition, exploring language learning strategies used by successful learners and teaching them to unsuccessful
learners can help the latter enhance their second or foreign language learning (Rubin, 1975). Scholars believe
that strategy instruction is most effective when it is integrated into regular classroom instruction (Cohen, 1998;
Oxford & Leaver, 1996; Anderson, 2005). Nunan (1996: 41), for example, has suggested language classrooms
should have a dual focus, not only on teaching language content but also on developing learning processes as
well. Cohen (2011: 683) states interest in enhancing the learning and use of an L2 through strategy instruction
has been on the rise at the elementary- and secondary-school and university levels, at adult centers, as well as in
self-access centers (See also Rubin, Chamot, Harris, & Anderson, 2007; Chamot, 2008). Indeed, a number of
past studies have also attested the benefits of the integration of the strategy instruction in all language skills:
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listening (O’Malley & Chamot, 1990; Goh, 1997; Vandergrift, 1997, 1999, 2002; Harris & Grenfell, 2008),
reading (Zhang, 2008), speaking (Cohen, Weaver, & Li, 1997; Iwai, 2006), writing (Huang, 2007), vocabulary
(Chan, 2005), grammar (Morales & Smith, 2008a, 2008b; Cohen, Pinilla-Herrera, Thompson, & Witzig, 2011),
and pragmatics (Cohen, 2008; Sykes & Cohen, 2008, 2009).
In terms of grammar learning, scholars propose that the teaching should go beyond the grammatical contents to
the process of learning grammatical points (Sharwood Smith, 1993; Ellis, 2002). Larsen-Freeman (2001, 2003)
emphasizes the significance of the grammar learning skill development; she proposes it is better to think of
teaching the fifth skill area of ‘grammaring,’ rather than ‘grammar.’
2.2 Needed Areas in Learning Strategy Research
According to Cohen (2011: 695) language learner strategies have played highly varied roles in research and there
is still much to do. Recommended further work includes the investigation of grammar strategies and the
context-based approach to learners’ strategy use.
Although language learning strategy research has become more and more popular in the L2 field since 1970s,
learning strategy researchers have not given as much attention to the grammar acquisition as to the other
language skills (Anderson, 2005, Pawlak, 2009). Cohen (2011: 689) cited a position paper by Oxford, Lee and
Park (2007) on how grammar strategies had largely been ignored in the research literature. Cohen asserts much
attention has been on the teaching of grammar, but not so much on how learners learn grammar (690) and
concludes that grammar learning strategies are one of the needed work in domains of strategy use (695). Oxford
et al. specifically propose collaborative, interdisciplinary research on grammar strategies which they believe will
benefit learners everywhere and facilitate the work of L2 teachers and help promote the understanding of how
people learn another language (137).
Anderson further proposes that L2 strategy research should also explore the application of L2 strategies in
different learning environments (768). In this regards, Griffith (2010: 5) mentions that individuals do not exist in
isolation; they are born into a particular nationality/ethnicity/culture and throughout their lives, this very
environment will exert an influence on language learning in one way or another.
In order to fill in this gap, this study investigated not only the good learners’ grammar learning strategies but also
the Chinese’s and the Thais’ application of grammar learning strategies.
2.3 Significance of Grammar in EFL Contexts
Rubin’s (1975) has emphasized the significance of grammar knowledge to the success among good language
learners. In language education, a number of scholars refer to grammar as the heart, the core or the frame of
language learning (Purpura, 2004; Saaristo, 2015). Wang (2010), for example, states grammar is just like a frame
of house; without this framework, good materials and building blocks cannot constitute a solid house. Batstone
(1994) states as the learner’s distance to the target language grows, like in the context where English is used as a
foreign language, grammar becomes more useful; it helps learners be able to shape the order and organization of
information more effectively. Duso (2007), cited by Pontarolo (2013), argues that the issue is not whether
grammar should be taught but how it can be applied to the foreign language teaching. The results from this study,
therefore, help shed some light on useful grammar learning strategies that should be included in the grammar
class.
From the learner’s perspective, McDonough (2002), who investigated what facilitates the learning of a foreign
language, found that 81% of the learners in the study valued the usefulness of grammar practice. Bade (2008)
similarly argues that the formal grammar instruction is not only welcomed but in fact demanded by students; the
only condition expressed by learners is that grammar teaching should not take precedence over other aspects of
language teaching. A successful language learner in Griffiths’ study (2010: 13) further reported in an interview
that along with many other practices, he spent two to three hours a day working on his grammar. A study carried
out by Farjami (2011) also confirms learners’ interest in studying grammar because it helps promote their
development of language proficiency and language skills.
2.4 Studies on Grammar Strategies
Foci of past studies on grammar strategies can be classified into 4 categories: the identification of learners’
strategies, the relationship between individual differences and the strategy application, the effect of strategy
integration in grammar instruction and the relationship between strategy application and achievement.
Attempting to identify good learners’ grammar strategies, Fortune (1992) found that the higher level the learners
were, the more likely they preferred inductive grammar exercises. Pawlak’s study (2008) showed that advanced
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Polish EFL learners, employing varied grammar learning strategies but failing to apply grammar structures in
communicative tasks, preferred traditional strategies. Bade (2008) reported, based on a study of a 20-week
course entitled “English for Living and Working in New Zealand,” the following grammar strategies: using time
outside of class to practice each grammar point for 10 minutes, trying out grammar forms in their own sentences
based on a model sentence, and basing their learning of a grammar point on explicit rules and a text that
exemplifies these rules so that they could learn the points accurately. Morales and Smith (2008a) reported
highly-motivated students of Spanish used strategies involving mental images in order to remember the correct
use of grammatical forms.
Regarding the relationship between learner differences and strategy application, Anderson (2005: 759) mentions
more research is needed on the influence of individual differences and language learning. Bayou (2015), who
studied the influence of gender on grammar learning strategies applied by grade 11 students, provides a sample
study in this needed area. However, it was found that there was no significant relationship between gender and
grammar strategy application.
There were also studies on the effectiveness of strategy instruction in grammar learning. Morales and Smith
(2008b) showed that 113 American university students of Spanish with brief exposure to visual images
associated with the uses of ser and estar showed a greater improvement in their ability to distinguish the correct
use of each verb than did the 90 students in the control group who did not get exposure to visual images to help
in learning the distinction. Cohen, Pinilla-Herrera, Thompson, and Witzig (2011) similarly found that learners of
Spanish grammar, having been exposed to over 70 grammar strategies on a website suggested by successful
learners, benefited greatly from the use of the website.
Another group of scholars investigated the relationship between the grammar strategy application and learning
achievement. Some reported a negative correlation between the two factors (Tilfarlioğlu, 2005; Pawlak, 2009);
others reported a positive relation (Mystkowska-Wiertelak, 2008).
3. Method
3.1 Research Questions
In order to fill in the gap of research in grammar strategies and the need for the context-based approach to the
field of learning strategy, the present study aims at answering the following 4 questions:
(1) What strategies do the higher and lower achievement learners apply in their English grammar learning?
(2) Do the Chinese and the Thai higher achievement learners apply the grammar learning strategies similarly or
differently?
(3) Do the Chinese and the Thai lower achievement learners apply the grammar learning strategies similarly or
differently?
(4) Are there any strategies that typically distinguish Chinese from Thais?
3.2 Subjects
The subjects in the study were 168 grade 11 students: 91 Chinese and 77 Thais. The subjects were grouped into
three proficiency levels: higher, intermediate and lower. However, this study focused only on the higher and
lower achievers’ grammar learning strategies.
3.2 Instruments
Two research instruments, as detailed below, are a grammar proficiency test and a questionnaire on grammar
learning strategies.
In order to categorize the subjects into higher, intermediate and lower achievement learners, the researchers
developed a 60-item grammar proficiency test, covering those basic aspects required for the formation of
sentences in English: the use of the noun and the pronoun in the subject, the use of finite verb forms in the
predicate, the use of the non-finite verb forms, the use of the modifiers, the use of connectives, and the use of the
punctuation marks and capitalization. The test lasted for 60 minutes, so the average time for each item was one
minute. In order to ensure the reliability and the validity of the test, the researcher had piloted it with a group of
49 Chinese and 43 Thai grade 11 students who were studying at other high schools. The Cronbach’s alpha
reliability of the test was 0.753.
The questionnaire in this study consisted of two parts. Part 1 contained questions eliciting the participant’s
background information (e.g., gender, nationality). Part 2 was a 30-item grammar learning strategy questionnaire
based on Oxford’s (1990) Strategy Inventory for Language Learning (SILL), covering the following six parts:
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the memory category, the cognitive category, the compensation category, the metacognitive category, the
affective category and the social category. The subjects answered each item by rating on a 5-point Likert-scale,
ranging from 1 (never or almost never true of me) to 5 (always or almost always true of me).
In order to avoid any misunderstandings and ensure the result accuracy, the questionnaire had been translated
into Chinese and Thai for the Chinese and the Thai subjects respectively. The Thai translation was done by the
main correspondent of the study, a native Thai and the Chinese translation by a native Chinese co-researcher.
The two versions of the questionnaire were piloted to the similar groups of 49 Chinese and 43 Thai grade 11
students who took the piloted grammar test. The Cronbach’s alpha reliability of the Chinese version was 0.848,
and the Thai version was 0.899.
4. Results
4.1 Analysis
Based on the grammar test scores, the 168 subjects were first categorized into three groups: 47 higher achievers
(65-100%), 58 intermediate achievers (50-64%) and 63 lower achievers (0-49%). The study specifically focused
on the higher and the lower achievers.
Next, to investigate the application of the grammar learning strategies between the higher and the lower
achievers, the means scores of the overall strategy use and of each of the six strategy categories were calculated,
adapted from Oxford’s SILL average analysis (1990), displayed below.
Frequency

Range of Means

Interpretation

Uppermost high
High
Upper medium
Lower medium
Low
Lowermost

4.5 – 5.0
3.5 – 4.4
3.1 – 3.4
2.5 – 3
1.5 – 2.4
1.0 – 1.4

always or almost always used
often used
sometimes used
seldom used
never or almost never used

In order to learn the differences between the higher and the lower achievers as well as between the Thais and the
Chinese, the independent sample T-test was run to find out the strategy categories that were applied significantly
differently. The .05 level of statistical significance was set at all statistical tests in the study. Then, in order to
prioritize the strategy categories with the significant difference, the degree of the means difference of each of the
six strategy categories was calculated. Specifically, the independent sample T-test was first applied to find out
the strategies categories that strongly differentiated the focused groups of comparison and the degree of means
difference was next applied to rank the strategy categories with the strongest power of the differentiation to the
lower ones.
Finally, to identify learning strategies that differentiated the Thais from the Chinese, the sub-strategies of the
categories of significant difference were further compared.
4.2 Findings
4.2.1 Higher vs. Lower Achievers’ Learning Strategies
Table 1 shows that the higher achievers applied the grammar learning strategies significantly more frequently
than the lower achievers both in terms of the overall strategy use and of each of the six strategy categories.
Regarding the ranking of the six strategy categories, both the higher and the lower achievers applied the
compensation strategy category most frequently. This might be because both Chinese and Thai students are
learners of English as a foreign language, for whom guessing is a natural part of the acquisition of foreign
languages. This finding was in line with many past studies (Sun, Mantero & Summers, 2014) which revealed
that compensation strategies were the most frequently used among the six strategy categories. According to
Oxford (1990: 47), compensation strategies, one of the most important strategy categories for beginning and
intermediate language learners, enable learners to use the language for either comprehension or production
despite limitations in knowledge of grammar and, especially, of vocabulary.
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Table 1. Grammar learning strategies of the higher and the lower achievers
Strategy

Higher achievers

Lower achievers

Rank

categories

Means

SD

Means

SD

t

df

P-value

1

Compensation

3.44

.47

2.95

.31

4.786

108

.000*

2

Metacognitive

3.35

.31

2.68

.23

4.650

108

.000*

3

Memory

3.25

.07

2.6

.18

2.778

108

.000*

4

Cognitive

3.24

.39

2.66

.50

4.879

108

.000*

5

Social

3.23

.44

2.59

.33

3.559

108

.000*

6

Affective

2.97

.60

2.45

.39

4.282

108

.000*

Overall

3.25

.16

2.65

.17

5.278

108

.000*

*p<0.05.
However, in order to learn characteristics that distinguish the good learners from the weak ones, it is necessary to
find out the differences in the application of the grammar learning strategies through the comparison of the
means difference which is displayed in the bar graph below.

Figure 1. Means differences – Higher vs. lower achievers
Figure 1 shows that the order of the six strategy categories based on the means difference values from the
greatest to the smallest is the metacognitive strategies (0.67), the memory strategies (0.65), the social strategies
(0.64), the cognitive strategies (0.58), the affective strategies (0.52) and the compensation strategies (0.48). The
greatest difference between the higher and the lower achievers lies in the use of the metacognitive strategies and
the smallest difference lies in the use of the compensation strategies. The greater the means difference a strategy
category shows, the better indicator it is to distinguish the higher achievers from the lower achievers. Based on
the figure above, the following four categories including the metacognitive, the memory, the social, and the
cognitive should be better indicators for better learners than the affective and the compensation.
In conclusion, even though the independent sample T-test, as displayed in Table 1, shows that the higher
achievers applied all of the six strategy categories significantly more frequently than the lower achievers. The
comparison of the means differences of the six strategy categories between the higher achievers and the lower
achievers reveals that the strategy categories that better distinguished the higher achievers from the lower
achievers in this study should be those with the means difference greater than 0.5, including the metacognitive,
the memory, the social and the cognitive.
The fact that the application of the metacognitive strategies category was the one with the greatest difference
between the higher and the lower achievers in this study supports Anderson’s hypothesis on a hierarchy of
language learning strategies (2005: 766); Anderson believes that the metacognitive strategies play a more
significant role because once a learner understands how to regulate his or her own learning through the use of
strategies, language acquisition should proceed at a faster rate. Similarly, Cohen (2011: 683) states good learners
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use a variety of strategies to accomplish what they accomplish, especially metacognitive ones. The significant
role of the metacognitive strategies on the success of L2 learning is supported by a number of scholars
(Anderson, 2008, O’Malley & Chamot, 1990, Skehan, 1989, Vandergrift, 2002, Vann & Abraham, 1990 and
Wenden, 1998). Likewise, Griffiths (2010: 8), in her qualitative study of two successful language learners, found
that one of her subjects opted so emphatically for the group of strategies related to the ability to manage the
learning process, which many writers consider typical of successful learners; the other one took a lot of
initiatives in her English study.
4.2.2 Chinese vs. Thai Higher Achievers
Table 2. Grammar learning strategies of Chinese and Thai higher achievers
Strategy

Higher Chinese

Higher Thais

categories

Means

SD

Means

SD

t

df

P-value

Memory

2.80

.48

3.39

.17

2.026

44

.049*

Cognitive

2.71

.75

3.40

.34

2.697

44

.010*

Compensation

3.00

.51

3.57

.45

1.380

44

.175

Metacognitive

3.02

.20

3.45

.38

1.090

44

.282

Affective

2.42

.41

3.14

.66

2.399

44

.021*

Social

2.62

.37

3.42

.47

2.549

44

.041*

Overall

2.76

.23

3.40

.16

3.505

45

.010*

*p<0.05.
Table 2 shows that the Thai higher achievers applied the grammar-learning strategies more frequently than the
Chinese higher achievers both in terms of the overall strategy application and in terms of each of the six strategy
categories. However, there were significant differences in the use of memory, cognitive, affective, and social
strategies.
A further analysis with the means difference, as displayed in the bar graph below, showed that among the four
strategy categories with the significant difference, the social category displayed the greatest gap between the
high Thais and Chinese, followed by the affective, the cognitive and the memory categories.

Figure 2. Means differences – Thai and Chinese higher achievers
In conclusion, the analysis shows that the higher Thais differed from the higher Chinese in the following four
categories ordered from the one with the greatest means difference to the lower: the social, the affective, the
cognitive and the memory.
4.2.3 Chinese vs. Thai Lower Achievers
Table 3 above shows that, similar to what was found among the higher achievers, the Thai lower achievers
applied all categories of the grammar learning strategies at a higher frequency than the Chinese counterparts.
The independent t-test revealed that overall the lower Thais applied the grammar-learning strategies significantly
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more frequently than the Chinese counterparts. In term of each of the six strategy categories, significant
differences were found in the use of the metacognitive, social and affective categories.
Table 3. Grammar learning strategies of Chinese and Thai lower achievers
Strategy

Lower Chinese

Lower Thai

categories

Means

SD

Means

SD

t

df

P-value

Compensation

2.87

.32

3.29

.29

1.287

60

.203

Cognitive

2.61

.60

2.87

.30

1.162

60

.250

Metacognitive

2.58

.19

3.10

.46

2.219

60

.030*

Social

2.56

.38

3.15

.33

2.980

60

.004*

Memory

2.52

.19

2.93

.23

1.702

60

.094

Affective

2.33

.31

2.95

.73

2.568

60

.013*

Overall

2.56

.18

3.05

.18

2.751

61

.008*

*p<0.05.
To further check the degree of the difference of each of the six strategy categories, the means difference was
analyzed, showing that, as displayed in Figure 3, the strategy categories with the means difference greater than
0.5 were the affective, the social and the metacognitive. These three strategy categories with the great means
differences matched those three analyzed through the independent t-test.

Figure 3. Means differences – Thai and Chinese lower achievers
In conclusion, the comparison of the lower achievers shows that the Thai lower achievers applied the following
three strategy categories at a higher frequency than the Chinese lower achievers: the affective, the social and the
metacognitive.
4.2.4 Chinese’s vs. Thais’ Learning Strategies
In order to find out the characteristics that distinguished the Thai learners from the Chinese, the investigation
attempted to uncover features that only the higher and the lower Thais similarly shared but not the Chinese as
well as only those that the higher and lower Chinese similarly adopted but not the Thais.
In this section, the application of the sub-strategies under all of the strategy categories of significant difference
was further analyzed to learn more about the differences between the Thais and the Chinese.The analyses in
(4.2.2) and (4.2.3) show that the strategy categories that strongly differentiated the higher Thais from the higher
Chinese were the social, the affective, the cognitive and the memory and those that strongly differentiated the
lower Thais from the lower Chinese were the affective, the social and the metacognitive. Therefore, the social
and the affective strategy categories, which were applied at a significantly higher frequency by both the higher
and lower Thais than the Chinese, were the ones that characterized the Thai students. The order of the analysis
starts from the two strategy categories: the social and the affective, which the Thais students applied significantly
more frequently than the Chinese students. Then, the analysis continued with the application of the sub-strategies
of the other two strategy categories that significantly differentiated the higher Thais from the higher Chinese: the
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cognitive and the memory. Finally, the investigation ended with the other strategy category that significantly
differentiated the lower Thais from the lower Chinese: the metacognitive.
As displayed in Figures 4 and 5, a comparison of the difference of the means of the social sub-strategies shows
that both the higher and lower Thais similarly applied two social sub-strategies at a highly greater frequency than
the Chinese; the means difference of these two social sub-strategies was ≥ 0.7: the social sub-strategy #30
(asking teachers for learning methods) and the social sub-strategy #29 (consulting better learners).

Figure 4. Means difference of social sub-strategy – Higher Thais vs. Higher Chinese

Figure 5. Means comparison of social sub-strategies – Lower Thais vs. Chinese
Based on the means difference comparison, the social sub-strategies that characterized the Thais were their
significantly higher tendency to consult teachers and better learners to improve their grammar learning methods.
The comparison of the means of the application of the affective sub-strategies showed that both the higher and
lower Thais applied all of the affective sub-strategies at a higher frequency than the Chinese. However, both the
higher and lower Thai achievers applied two affective sub-strategies with the means difference close to 1 and
over: the affective sub-strategy #25 (self-encouragement) and the affective sub-strategy #21 (relaxation).

Figure 6. Means differences of affective sub-strategies – Higher Thais vs. Chinese
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Figure 7. Means difference of affective sub-strategies – Lower Thais vs. Chinese
Therefore, the Thai students were significantly better than the Chinese to deal with their negative feeling of
learning grammar; furthermore, they relatively had a higher level of self-encouragement and of emotional
management.
Earlier, as displayed in Table 2 above, the independent sample T-test showed that in comparison to the higher
Chinese, the higher Thais were better users of the cognitive strategy category. A further comparison of the
difference of the means of the cognitive sub-strategies, applied by the higher Thais/Chinese and by the lower
Thais/Chinese, showed a similarity shared by the Thais and by the Chinese. The former, both the higher and
lower achievers, applied the cognitive sub-strategy #10 (using tables to learn grammar) much more frequently
than the latter (The means difference was around 1 for both higher and lower Thais). The Chinese, on the other
hand, both the higher and the lower Chinese, applied the cognitive sub-strategy #9 (note taking) more frequently
than the Thais.

Figure 8. Means differences of cognitive sub-strategies – Higher Thais vs. Chinese

Figure 9. Means differences of cognitive sub-strategies – Lower Thais vs. Chinese
The comparison of the difference of the means of the cognitive sub-strategies, therefore, showed that the Thais
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relied significantly more on the use of tables to enhance their grammar knowledge; however, the Chinese
preferred note taking.
The memory strategy category was the other one that significantly differentiated the higher Thais from the higher
Chinese. The comparison of the difference of the means of the memory sub-strategies applied by the higher
Thais vs. the higher Chinese and the lower Thais vs. the lower Chinese, showed that both the higher and lower
Thais were better users of the memory sub-strategy #1 (mind-mapping) than the Chinese; the means difference
of the memory sub-strategy #1 was around 0.7.

Figure 10. Means difference of memory sub-strategies – Higher Thais vs. Chinese

Figure 11. Means difference of memory sub-strategies – Lower Thais vs. Chinese
However, for the memory strategy category, a further comparison of the means ranking, as displayed in Table 4
and Table 5, revealed an interesting cultural preference. While both the higher and lower Chinese placed the
memory sub-strategy #5 (revision) at the top application frequency, the Thais, both the higher and lower
achievers, placed it toward the least application frequency. In fact, the latter preferred the memory sub-strategy
#1 (mind mapping) and the memory sub-strategy # 4 (mental images).
Table 4. Memory strategies – Chinese high achievers vs. Thai high achievers
Order of
strategies

High
Chinese

High
Thais

Description

Means

Order of
strategies

Memory5

I review the grammar rules and structures very
often.

3.36

Memory1

3.53

Memory3

I remember new grammar rules or structures by
remembering their location on the page, on the
board, or on a street sign.

3.18

Memory2

3.5

Memory1

I think of relationships between the grammar rules
or structures that I have already known and the new
ones I just learn.

2.82

Memory4

3.5

Memory4

I remember a new grammar rule or a structure by
making mental picture of a situation in which the
rule or the structure might be used.

2.36

Memory5

3.25

Memory2

I write sentences with new grammar rules or
structures so I can remember them easily.

2.27

Memory3

3.17
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Table 5. Memory strategies – Chinese low achievers vs. Thai low achievers
Low
Chinese

Order of
strategies

Low
Thais

Description

Means

Order of
strategies

Memory3

I remember new grammar rules or structures by
remembering their location on the page, on the
board, or on a street sign.

2.84

Memory1

3.17

Memory5

I review the grammar rules and structures very
often.

2.47

Memory3

3.17

Memory1

I think of relationships between the grammar rules
or structures that I have already known and the new
ones I just learn.

2.45

Memory4

2.92

Memory4

I remember a new grammar rule or a structure by
making mental picture of a situation in which the
rule or the structure might be used.

2.45

Memory2

2.75

Memory2

I write sentences with new grammar rules or
structures so I can remember them easily.

2.37

Memory5

2.67

Means

Therefore, the means ranking comparison further revealed that the Thais and the Chinese had different
preferences of the memory strategies. The former preferred the technique of mind mapping; the latter preferred
the revision technique.
The independent sample T-test showed that the metacognitive strategy category was a strong feature that
differentiated the lower Thais from the lower Chinese. A further comparison of the difference of the means of the
metacognitive sub-strategies revealed an interesting cultural diversion. From Figure 12 and Figure 13, it can be
seen that both the higher and lower Thais applied the metacognitive sub-strategy #17 (learning grammar rules
through the receptive skills) at a much greater frequency than the Chinese. On the other hand, both the higher
and lower Chinese applied only 1 metacognitive sub-strategy, #15 (lesson preview), at a higher frequency than
the Thais.

Figure 12. Means comparison of metacognitive sub-strategies – Higher Thais vs. Chinese

Figure 13. Means comparison of metacognitive sub-strategies – Lower Thais vs. Chinese
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Therefore, we can say that in general the Thais were better users of the metacognitive strategy category.
However, the comparison of the metacognitive sub-strategies revealed that the Thais and the Chinese had
different metacognitive preferences. The former preferred to learn new grammar rules through the receptive
skills of listening and reading; the latter relied more on the lesson preview than the Thais.
5. Conclusion
5.1 Major findings
This study investigated English grammar learning strategies employed by both high and low achievement high
school students and compared the grammar learning strategies applied by the Chinese and the Thais.
The results showed that of all the six strategy categories, those that best distinguished the higher achievers from
the lower achievers were the following four: the metacognitive, the memory, the social, and the cognitive
strategy categories.
Meanwhile, the national comparison of the Chinese and the Thais showed that the two strategy categories that
strongly distinguished the Thais from the Chinese in this study were the social and the affective strategy
categories. Specifically, regarding the application of the social strategies, the Thais relied highly on teachers and
better learners for grammar learning methods. Moreover, in terms of the application of the affective strategies,
the Thais also were highly better than the Chinese in terms of self-encouragement and relaxation.
A further comparison of the sub-strategies of the other two strategy categories that significantly differentiated the
higher Thais from the higher Chinese – the cognitive and the memory – also revealed some interesting cultural
variations. In terms of the cognitive strategies, while the Thais preferred to use tables to learn new grammar rules,
the Chinese preferred note taking. Concerning the memory strategies, while the Thais relied on mental images to
retain their grammar knowledge, the Chinese depended more on the revision.
Finally, a comparison of the sub-strategies of the other category that significantly differentiated the lower Thais
from the lower Chinese – the metacognitive – showed that while the Thais made a highly more frequent access
to the receptive skills to learn new grammar rules, the Chinese made more effort on the lesson preview.
5.2 Implications
The implications from this study are threefold: grammar learning strategies recommendations, suggestions for
future research and a context sensitive insight for the grammar instruction.
Based on the results of this study, English learners of grammar may consider developing the four grammar
learning strategies applied by the higher achievers in this study: the metacognitive, the memory, the social and
the cognitive. In terms of the metacognitive strategies, the Thai higher achievers in this study reinforced their
knowledge of the grammar rules through both the receptive and the productive skills; moreover, they also
monitored their mistakes. In addition, because part of the learning of grammar involves the ability to remember
rules, learners should also develop the memory strategies; suggested memory strategies by higher achievers from
this study include the mind-mapping and the mental image techniques. A suggested social strategy to improve
the grammar knowledge is learning how to learn grammar from teachers and better learners. To promote the
grammar knowledge through the cognitive strategies, learners may try to understand English grammar through
the comparison with L1 and summarize the acquired grammar knowledge in tables or diagrams.
The results from this study suggest an area for future research which should investigate whether the inclusion of
learning activities that enhance learners’ metacognition, memory, social engagement and cognition will help
improve learners’ grammar knowledge. Moreover, future studies on the comparison of achievement among
grammar learners in four groups of different treatments of the grammar-learning strategies applied by the higher
achievers in this study (metacognitive, memory, social and cognitive) are also interesting.
Moreover, Oxford (1996: xi) believes cultural background affects strategy choice. Similarly, Tomlinson (2005:
138) states, cultural norms can determine learning behavior. A concrete example was provided by Gao’s study of
14 Chinese learners of English (2005), which reported that popular language learning discourses, assessment
methods, and influential agents (including teachers, experts, friends, and family members) had an influence on
the learners’ frequency and choice of strategy use in China; moreover, strategy patterns changed when the
learners moved to England. Gao further elaborated that some learners stopped their uses of memorizing, note
taking, and regular reviewing strategies to retain new words; instead they relied on using more social strategies
to guess, acquire and apply meanings of new words in actual conversations. In this regard, a number of scholars
currently agree that cultural contexts are an important factor for the design of language education (Coleman,
1996; Duquette, 1995, Holliday, 1994; Stubbs, 2000; Padwad, 2002). McKay (1992: 47), for example, believes
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classrooms operate within a cultural context which to a large extent determines not only what is to be learned,
but also how it is to be learned. Moreover, many scholars also propose that part of what to be learned in a
language classroom should include learner-strategy training which must also take into account learners’ cultural
background (Rees-Miller, 1993, 1994; Chamot & Rubin, 1994). This study provides a useful insight for teachers
of English as a foreign language; grammar-learning activities should also properly address to learners’ preferred
strategies in different cultures. For example, to teach grammar to Thai students, who, based on the results of the
study, tend to learn better through activities that include visual, auditory and social tasks. On the other hand, the
Chinese, relatively more analytically inclined learners, seem to prefer learning through solitary activities: lesson
preview, note taking and revision.
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